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                                Texas' migrant arrest law is back on hold after briefly taking effect
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                            SCOTUS debate: Government's power to act vs. your right to speak

                            
                                Oral arguments yesterday in America's highest court seemed to grant broad authority to the federal government to restrict points of view with which it disagrees – but conservative attorneys remain confident the official ruling will strengthen free speech.
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                                Gaffney: Beware of WHO's 'digital gulag' and more

                                
                                    An internationally recognized expert on foreign and defense policy matters says Americans aren't aware that a "China model" of pandemic response could soon be adopted on their behalf.
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                                Putin's re-election 'very problematic' for more than oligarchs and mercenaries

                                
                                    The re-election of Russian strongman Vladimir Putin to another term as president is not good for America and peace around the world, says a national defense analyst.
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                                Realizing what is happening in South America, retired general warns about chaos and 'camouflage' in U.S.

                                
                                    The public is well aware millions of illegal immigrants are streaming into the United States thanks to an open-border policy, but more citizens are learning about the funding and organizations that are getting them to the southern border. 
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                                Left in panic mode, causing media to pounce on Trump's 'bloodbath' remark

                                
                                    With the political landscape in America shifting and campaign trail rhetoric escalating, a conservative communications specialist wonders if that will benefit former President Donald Trump … or be his ultimate undoing.
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                How concerned are you about hi-tech devices that are reportedly 'listening in' on your life?
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            Joe Biden's got the cure

            Young people are dropping dead all over America from fentanyl-laced pills, but don't worry. The Biden administration is coming to the rescue.
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